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Size-Dependent Melting Properties of Small Tin Particles: Nanocalorimetric Measurements
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For the first time, the latent heat of fusion DHm for Sn particles formed by evaporation on
inert substrate with radii ranging from 5 to 50 nm has been measured directly using a novel
scanning nanocalorimeter. A particle-size-dependent reduction of DHm has been observed. An
“excluded volume” is introduced to describe the latent heat of fusion from the enhanced surface
melting of small particles. Melting point depression has also been found by our nanocalorimetric
technique. [S0031-9007(96)00495-4]
PACS numbers: 61.46.+w, 64.70.Dv, 65.40.+g

The unusual properties of nanometer-sized materials
have generated tremendous interest in both scientific
and technological communities [1]. One particular
phenomenon—particle-size-dependent melting point
depression—occurs when the particle size is of the
order of nanometers, as first demonstrated by Takagi [2]
by means of transmission electron microscope (TEM)
observation. At these reduced dimensions, the surface-tovolume ratio is high and the surface energy substantially
effects the interior “bulk” properties of the material. For
example, the melting point Tm of nanometer-sized Au
particles can be 300 K lower than the bulk value [3].
There are several phenomenological models [3–6]
addressing the melting point depression of small metal
particles. However, to facilitate a more comprehensive
understanding of the thermodynamics of finite material
systems, it is imperative to investigate experimentally
the details of heat exchange during the melting process,
in particular the latent heat of fusion DHm . Recently,
computational simulation work in Au clusters [7] has
predicted a cluster-dependent depression of DHm , in
addition to the depression of Tm .
TEM is a standard technique for studying the sizedependent melting point depression phenomenon of small
metal particles formed by thermal evaporation. At the
melting point there are changes in the diffraction pattern associated with the disordering of the structure
[2,3]. However, as particle size decreases the diffraction
technique becomes increasingly inaccurate due to line
broadening. Moreover, TEM is limited to structural measurement only; it cannot measure the heat associated with
the melting process.
The ideal experimental technique for measuring melting of small particles is calorimetry. In addition to measuring Tm , it can measure the integral amount and the
dynamics of the heat exchange. Until now, calorimetry
has not been attempted for systems of nanometer dimension independently formed from deposition [8,9], due to
the difficulty in measuring the minuscule amount of heat
involved in these cases. For example, the energy con0031-9007y96y77(1)y99(4)$10.00

sumed during the melting of a 5 nm thick layer of Sn
is equivalent to ,1y10 of the chemisorption energy of 1
monolayer of gas molecules on a crystal surface (e.g., O 2
on W surface). The energy is too small to be measured
using existing differential scanning calorimetry.
The nanocalorimetric technique, however, can be much
more sensitive by taking advantage of the advanced thinfilm and membrane fabrication technology, in that the
thermal mass of the calorimeter is dramatically reduced
[10,11]. With its high sensitivity, nanocalorimetry also
offers a potential to measure the premelting of particle
surface quantitatively, so as to provide more detailed
information for us to understand the entire solid-liquid
transition in finite systems. And by measuring the specific
heat capacity of the sample, we can obtain an accurate
value for the total amount of material deposited.
In this Letter we present the first calorimetry measurements of the melting process of nanometer-sized Sn
particles formed via thermal evaporation. The sizedependent melting point depression has been observed,
and, for the first time, values for the latent heat of fusion
DHm have been obtained, which show that DHm as well
as Tm is particle size dependent.
Nanocalorimetric measurements were made by using
our improved ultrafast scanning calorimetric technique
[10]. Sn particles with radii ranging from 50 to 500 Å
were formed by successive depositions s,3 Åysd of
pure Sn onto the SiN side of the thin-film calorimeter
using the thermal evaporation process at pressures of
,8 3 1028 Torr. For the small amounts of Sn deposited
here, the films are discontinuous and form self-assembled
nanometer-sized islands on the inert substrate. In contrast
to embedding metal particles in bulk matrix [8,9], this
type of sample preparation produces spherical Sn particles
with high purity and free surfaces, which are ideal for
studies of melting of small metal particles.
Calorimetric measurements were performed immediately after each deposition at a base pressure of ,1 3
1028 Torr. Sn was also deposited on adjacent 3 mm Cu
grids coated with 200 Å of amorphous carbon films for
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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TEM analysis. The particle size was measured using a
Hitachi-S800 scanning electron microscope and a Phillips
CM-12 TEM. An example of the particle size distribution
is shown in the histogram of Fig. 1, which exhibits roughly
a Gaussian distribution. The mean radius r is hereafter
taken as the Sn particle size. The average Sn particle size
increases linearly with increasing the total amount of Sn
deposited. For thinner samples where r , 80 Å, the values for r were obtained by extrapolation. Values for the
total amount of Sn deposited, as determined by the increase
of heat capacity of the calorimeter, agreed well s67%d with
values obtained with the crystal monitor.
The calorimetry measurement was initiated by applying
a single, ,10 ms dc electrical pulse to the Ni thin-film
heater, thus raising the temperature of the system (Ni
heater, SiN membrane, and Sn sample) by Joule heating, as
described in our previous work [10,12]. The current and
voltage supplied to the heater were monitored in real time.
Subsequent analysis of the change in the resistance of the
Ni heater as a function of time provides accurate values for
both the temperature of the system and the total amount of
heat supplied to the system. As Sn particles melt, there
is an abrupt change in the increasing rate of temperature,
which is directly attributed to the fact that additional heat is
needed for melting of Sn. In order to separate this amount
of heat associated with melting from the total heat taken
by the system, we subtract the heat attributed to the heat
capacity of the system prior to the melting of Sn from the

FIG. 1. The amounts of heat measured by calorimetry during
the melting process for Sn particles of 53, 67, and 82 Å in radii,
respectively. The heat attributed to the average heat capacity
of the entire system is subtracted from the total heat measured.
The inset is a histogram of size distribution of Sn particles
when r  82 Å. Each curve is offset for clarity.
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total heat. The results are shown in Fig. 1. The abrupt
“jump” in each curve is the signature of melting. The
height of the jump is a measure of DHm , the amount of
heat required for melting, and as expected it decreases as
the integral amount of Sn decreases. There is a broadening
of the temperature range for melting, which is attributed
to the size distribution of Sn particles as discussed later.
The average melting point is defined as the temperature
corresponding to the half-maximum of jump. Figure 1
clearly shows that the melting point decreases as the size
of Sn particles decreases.
The size dependence of the average melting temperature and normalized heat of fusion is plotted in Fig. 2.
For bulk Sn, the melting point is 232 ±C [13]. It is evident that the melting points systematically decrease as the
size of Sn particles decreases, a reduction of about 70 ±C
for Sn particles with r ø 50 Å. This phenomenon has
also been observed by Wronski [14]. The depression of
the melting temperature was confirmed during the course
of this work by using TEM diffraction techniques during
in situ heating of the Sn samples deposited on amorphous
carbon films.
Surprisingly, the normalized heat of fusion DHm also
decreases markedly from the bulk value which is 58.9 Jyg

FIG. 2. (a) Size dependence of the melting points of Sn
particles. The solid line is calculated in terms of Eq. (2). ( b)
Size dependence of the normalized heat of fusion. The solid is
calculated in terms of Eq. (4).
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[13] by as much as 70% when the particle size is
reduced [Fig. 2(b)]. From the viewpoint of classical thermodynamics, the latent heat of fusion assumes a constant
value. Not until recently have molecular-dynamics simulations shown a steady decrease of DHm with decreasing
cluster size for Au clusters [7].
To probe further the relationship between the particle
size and Tm and DHm , calorimetric measurements were
made for a fixed amount of Sn by applying multiple dc
current pulses to the calorimeter. Tm and DHm were
measured for each heating cycle, while particle size
was measured as-deposited and after a series of heating
cycles were done. Measurements revealed that both Tm
and DHm increased slightly with heating cycles and the
particle size increased too, as expected due to coalescence.
Hanszen [6] analyzed the melting temperature in terms
of classical thermodynamics. The model assumes that a
solid particle is embedded in a thin liquid overlayer and
the melting temperature is taken to be the temperature
of equilibrium between the solid sphere core and the
liquid overlayer of a given critical thickness t0 . t0 is an
adjustable parameter in accordance with the experimental
results. Accordingly, the melting point Tm of Sn particles with radius r is expressed
as
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where T0 is the bulk melting temperature of solid Sn and
DH0 its latent heat of fusion, ss and sl are the interfacial
surface tensions between the solid and the liquid and
between the liquid and its vapor, respectively, and rs and
rl are the densities of the solid and liquid, respectively,
and t0 is the critical thickness of the liquid layer at Tm .
DP is the difference between the vapor pressure at the
surface of the liquid layer with an outer radius r at Tm
and the vapor pressure at flat liquid surface sr  `d at
T0 . It has been shown that DP can be neglected for
Sn [14]. Substituting T0  232 ±C, rs  7.18 gycm3 ,
rl  6.98 gycm3 [14], and sl  550 mNym [15] into
Eq. (1), we obtain the following
expression: #
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where Tm is in ±C and r and t0 are in Å. The interfacial
surface tension between the solid and liquid, ss , can
be determined experimentally in terms of Eq. (2). The
slope dTm yds1yrd at large r is related to ss . From
our measurement, ss is determined to be 48 6 8 mNym,
which agrees with the values obtained by Turnbull [16]
sss  54.5 mNymd and Wronski [14] sss  62.2 6
10 mNymd.
By adjusting the value of the critical liquid layer
thickness, we obtain a best fit to the experimental data
in terms in Eq. (2) when t0  18 Å [see Fig. 2(a)].
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Recently, Kofman et al. [17] demonstrated the existence
of a liquid layer on a nanometric Pb particle surface prior
to complete melting by optical methods. In addition,
computational simulations have also shown the liquidlike
precursor prior to the complete melting of small Au
particles [7].
The formation of a molten surface overlayer equilibrating with the solid core is directly related to the surface
melting phenomenon. For example, the Pb(110) [18] and
Al(110) [19] surfaces of bulk crystals have been observed
to melt at temperatures below the bulk melting temperatures, with a continuous increase in the thickness of the
melted layer as temperature approaches the bulk melting
point. For small metal particles, the surface melting is
strongly enhanced by curvature effects. Observations on
Ni clusters [20] and Pb nanometric particles [21] show
that the surface melting of small clusters or particles proceeds over a broader temperature range and that the thickness of the liquid layer is much larger than that observed
on bulk crystals. For example, for Pb particles having a
radius of 200 Å, the surface melting initiates about 100 ±C
below the melting temperature Tm , and the maximum
thickness of the liquid layer can be as much as 40 Å [17].
In order to relate the heat of fusion to the heat measured
by the calorimeter, we must consider the details of the
melting process. Surface melting of small particles occurs
in a continuous manner over a broad temperature range,
whereas the homogeneous melting of the solid core occurs
abruptly at the critical temperature Tm [21]. The total
heat required for both surface and solid core melting
is supplied by the calorimeter. However, the heat for
the surface melting is supplied over a broad temperature
range and appears as a gradual increase s,0.1%d in the
background heat capacity of the system, a value which
is too small to be measured by our present techniques.
Conversely, the heat supplied for the abrupt melting of a
solid core is directly measured using our technique.
In order to quantitatively describe the heat of fusion for
small Sn particles, it is necessary to separate the volume
of the liquid surface layer and the solid core region. We
thus define the volume of the spherical liquid shell as an
“excluded volume” dV in terms of the critical thickness
t0 of the liquid layer,
dV 

4
3

pfr 3 2 sr 2 t0 d3 g .
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Assuming that the latent heat of fusion per volume of
the bulklike solid core is independent of temperature, we
obtain the expression for the normalized heat of fusion
in terms of the original particle size r, as shown in the
following equation:
µ
∂
t0 3
.
(4)
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r
In Fig. 3, a plot of sDHm yDH0 d vs 1yr is shown.
The solid line in the plot was determined by finding the
best fit for the data using t0 as the fitting parameter.
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FIG. 3. Normalized heat of fusion as a function of the size of
Sn particles. The solid line is generated using a model [ Eq. (4)]
which incorporates an excluded volume of the liquid region at
the surface of the particles.

In this case we obtain a value of t0 ø 16 Å for the
thickness of the liquid layer, which agrees well with
the value obtained from the melting point data st0 ø
18 Åd, as is shown in Fig. 2(a). These values for t0 are
obtained independently of each other. The deviation of
the experimental data at large r from the straight line
indicates that the thickness of the critical liquid layer is
size dependent [17]. From Eq. (4), DHm vanishes at the
critical radius r p , 16 Å. This sets a lower limit for the
particle size at which bulk melting can be defined in terms
of classical thermodynamics.
In summary, we have explored the size-dependent
effects of heat of fusion and melting temperature of
Sn particles with radii ranging from 50 to 500 Å with
a very sensitive scanning nanocalorimetric technique.
The particle size dependence of the normalized heat of
fusion is evident, and interpreted as a solid core melting
following the gradual surface melting for small particles.
An excluded volume of a solid particle is introduced
to describe the latent heat of fusion quantitatively. In
addition, the lowering of melting points with decreasing
Sn particle size has been observed and is shown to agree
with the results of others.
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